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Internet Archive is a non-profit Digital Library founded in 1996 with 
45+PB of unique data: web archives, text, video, audio, software



THE WAYBACK MACHINE

Online: https://archive.org/web/

The largest publicly available 

web archive in existence.

> 330 Billion webpages 

~ 100 million pages captured per 

day

https://archive.org/web/


WHAT IS WEB ARCHIVING?

What is a web archive?

A collection of archived URLs grouped by theme, event, subject area, or 

web address.

A web archive contains as much as possible from the original resources and 

documents their change over time. It is a priority to recreate the same 

experience a user would have had if they had visited the live site on the day 

it was archived.       
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QUESTIONS?

St. Cloud State University



WHAT DO WEB ARCHIVES LOOK LIKE?

http://wayback.archive-it.org/1815/20110315214933/http://www.nasa.gov

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20100813132532/http://www.aboutolympics.co.uk/

http://wayback.archive-it.org/1815/20110315214933/http://www.nasa.gov/
https://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20100813132532/http://www.aboutolympics.co.uk/


WHAT GOES IN A WEB ARCHIVE?

Document a subject area or web-only conversations or events

Often related to traditional collecting activity around the same topical focus

Capture spontaneous events

Document different perspectives and social commentaries

Fulfill a mandate to capture and preserve web content

Support an electronic records system to meet records retention requirements

Collect publications/documents that are no longer in print form

Construct a historical record of an institution or individual’s web/social media presence

Content about to leave the web

Before a site or social media goes through a major redesign

Before a site or social media comes down from the web altogether



WHAT GOES IN A WEB ARCHIVE?



WHAT GOES IN A WEB ARCHIVE?



WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

The Wayback Machine: 

https://archive.org/web/

Internet Archive

https://archive.org/web/


WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

STO

British Library

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/ukwa/


WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

Web Archiving services, like 
Archive-It: https://archive-it.org/



WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

Custom Portals: NARA

https://www.webharvest.gov/


WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

STO

Library of Congress

https://www.loc.gov/programs/web-archiving/archived-web-sites/


WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

Custom 
Portals:
End of Term

http://eotarchive.cdlib.org/


WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

WorldCat

https://www.worldcat.org/


WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

Catalogs, like NYARC (with full text 
search catalog integration)

https://arcade.nyarc.org


WHERE TO FIND WEB ARCHIVES

ArchivesSpace- Archive-It integration

● Integrations
○ Catalog
○ Website
○ Institutional Repository
○ Worldcat
○ Custom (can you use an 

API?)



QUESTIONS?

St. Cloud State University



DESCRIBING WEB ARCHIVES

Metadata

n. ~ Information that 
characterizes or 
describes an 
information artifact, 
record, or archival 
resource.

[SAA Dictionary, forthcoming]
"CHAOS // Random Params v2" by Matt Lawrence is 

licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

https://www.behance.net/gallery/55346593/CHAOS-Random-Params-v2
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


DESCRIBING WEB ARCHIVES

Libraries principally (but far from exclusively) 

catalog individual resources at the title level, and 

many resources are expected to, in effect, describe 

themselves via features such as a title page and 

verso (or CD label, sheet music cover or film 

credits) from which data elements can be 

transcribed. The nature of the content is revealed 

principally by the title (if it is descriptive) and 

subject terms, though notes describing content 

have become more common over time. Digital 

content that is openly accessible is considered 

published.

In contrast, archivists generally describe a 

collection of unpublished materials that are related 

by provenance in a single metadata record or 

multilevel finding aid. They routinely take 

descriptive information from sources both internal 

and external to the collection (such as biographical 

or historical secondary material). Titles are devised 

rather than transcribed. Extensive free-text notes 

are routinely used to describe both content and 

context of the material. Archival content that is 

born-digital or digitized is not considered to be 

published when made available online.

How do web archives fit into digital records?

How is metadata for web archives different than other kinds of metadata?

OCLC Web Archiving Metadata Working Group



DESCRIBING WEB ARCHIVES

At the macro level...

OCLC Web Archiving Metadata Working Group (WAM) has recommended metadata 
standards: https://tinyurl.com/OCLC-WAM
● Based on Dublin Core

○ Structure standard- not a content standard
○ Does not include guidance for devising the content of elements
○ “...the name and meaning of eight of the 15 DC elements match the WAM 

data dictionary: Contributor, Creator, Date, Description, Language, 
Relation, Subject and Title.” -WAM

○ No controlled vocabulary
● Meant to work with RDA/MARC, DACS, EAD, MODS, schema.org

https://tinyurl.com/OCLC-WAM


DESCRIBING WEB ARCHIVES

Collector: The organization responsible for curation and stewardship of an archived website or collection
Contributor: An organization or person secondarily responsible for the content of an archived website or collection
Creator: An organization or person principally responsible for creating the intellectual content of an archived 
website or collection
Date: A single date or span of dates associated with an event in the lifecycle of an archived website or collection
Description: One or more notes explaining the content, context and other aspects of an archived website or 
collection
Extent: An indication of the size of an archived website or collection
Genre/form: A term specifying the type of content in an archived website or collection
Language: The language(s) of the archived content, including visual and audio resources with language 
components
Relation: Used to express part/whole relationships between a single archived website and any collection to which it 
belongs
Rights: Statements of legal rights and permissions granted by intellectual property law or other legal agreements
Source of description: Information about the gathering or creation of the metadata itself, such as sources of data 
or the date on which source data was obtained
Subject: Primary topic(s) describing the content of an archived website or collection
URL: Internet address for an archived website or collection



DESCRIBING WEB ARCHIVES

Where to add metadata
Account level
Collection level 
Seed level
Document level

A Crawl is the primary unit of collection activity

● A Crawl is logically equivalent to an archival accession

● Each Crawl contains one or more Seeds

● All Seeds in a crawl must be from the same Collection

● Each Crawl is assigned a unique identifying number by Archive-It

● A Crawl is primarily defined by:

○ Date and time of start

○ Seeds included

○ Any constraints or expansions in place during



DESCRIBING WEB ARCHIVES



DESCRIBING WEB ARCHIVES



SUM IT UP

Some of the factors that go into metadata decisions:

● Other metadata practices 
● If/how web archives are integrated into other systems or 

services 
● Overall access goals 

○ Cataloging outside of a web archiving service
● Staff time 



FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Where can we go from here?

● Controlled vocabulary
● Automating metadata creation

○ Archive-It’s grab title functionality
○ Zotero the citation service, to grab metadata, then edit 

(like copycataloging!)
● More options, integrations, customization



LEARN MORE

Like us on Facebook:

ait@archive.org

jillian@archive.org

https://blog.archive.org/

https://archive-it.org/blog

@internetarchive

@archiveitorg

https://www.facebook.com/internetnetarchive/

https://www.facebook.com/ArchiveIt

Follow us on Twitter:

Follow our Blog:

Questions:

mailto:ait@archive.org
mailto:jillian@archive.org
https://blog.archive.org/
https://archive-it.org/blog
https://twitter.com/internetarchive
https://www.facebook.com/internetnetarchive/
https://www.facebook.com/ArchiveIt

